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IT ALL STARTS 
FROM GRAIN

It all starts from grain: the foundation of a
successful CBD farming operation lies in the
quality of the seeds. Premium seeds
guarantee genetic consistency, higher yields,
and potent CBD-rich flowers, forming the
foundation for a prosperous harvest. Farmers
aiming for CBD-rich cannabis prioritize
attributes like high CBD content, low THC
levels, resistance to pests and disease,
adaptability to local conditions, and appealing
flavors and aromas to meet market demands.
Balancing these factors is key to a thriving
CBD farming venture.

At EcoTrio Labs, we prioritize seed quality for
your success. Every seed in our catalog
meets rigorous industry standards,
meticulously sourced and bred for
excellence. Our commitment ensures resilient
plants, maximizing your chances of a
profitable harvest.
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Welcome to EcoTrio Labs CBD seeds
catalogue, your portal to top-tier cannabis
seeds. We've curated a focused selection
for growers at all levels, prioritizing quality,
innovation, and sustainability. Our selection
offers options for high-yield CBD biomass
or exquisite, aromatic CBD flowers.

CBD's popularity has skyrocketed due to
its potential health benefits, making it a
sought-after natural remedy. This surge
has made CBD farming appealing to
seasoned agriculturalists and newcomers
alike.



TOTAL CBD up to 7%

TOTAL THC < 0,3%

RATIO 1:23

YIELD
350-500 gr/plant
outdoor

FLOWER
dense, resinous,
medium size

AROMA Fruity, citric

TERPENS
Limonene,
Linalool,
Humulene

KOMPOLTI PREMIUM

Kompolti is renowned for its high CBD/low THC chemotype, making it compliant with
European regulations that restrict THC levels to below 0.3%. However, its open cultivar
status once led to poor-quality seeds flooding European market. Ecotrio Labs committed
to restoring Kompolti´s legacy and reputation, meticulously selecting phenotypes and
stabilizing the cultivar.

Our efforts paid off. The revamped Kompolti plants exhibit homogeneity, robust and
vigorous growth, resulting in healthy, high-yielding crops that meet the demands of both
commercial and small-scale hemp farming.
These plants produce dense, resinous flowers, which exude a delightful aroma,
characterized by citrusy and subtle floral notes, appealing to both farmers and consumers.

Feminized
Certified in EU (blue lablel)
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TOTAL CBD up to 8-12%

TOTAL THC  0,3%

RATIO 1:25

YIELD up to 700 gr/plant outdoor

FLOWER dense, resinous, large to
medium size

AROMA Intense sweet, 
smokey, mint

TERPENS Linalool, a-Pinene, b-
Myrcene

 CARAMELO CBD
Selecting and stabilizing a CBD cultivar demands patience, dedication, and a profound
grasp of cannabis genetics.

Introducing CARAMELO CBD, a meticulously crafted strain that has inherited the finest traits
from its lineage: this variaty is a stabilized hybrid between a land-race called “Sweet” in her
homeland in Georgia and improved by selection Kompolti, certified in Europe.

CARAMELO has impressive high THC:CBD ratio, robust morphology that enhances
resistance to environmental stressors, and gorgeous emerald-green buds that are well-
formed and resinous. This cultivar excels in both high-CBD biomass production and
premium flower production, adhering to regulatory-approved THC levels (<0.3%).

But what makes CARAMELO special is its´ intense sweet aroma, evoking comparisons to
caramel candy with a touch of mint, as attested by our testers.

Feminized
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TOTAL CBD up to 16%

TOTAL THC <1%

RATIO 1:20

YIELD up to 700 gr/plant outdoor

FLOWER dense, resinous, large to
medium size

AROMA Fruity, spicy, citric

TERPENS Limonene, a-Pinene, b-
Myrcene

FRUIT CAKE CBD Feminized
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FRUIT CAKE is a stabilized cultivar, crafted by crossing Cherry Pie, Harlequin CBD and
industrial hemp variaty.

FRUIT CAKE adapts to various climate conditions, has sturdy structure and produces large,
chunky buds that excel in both flower and biomass production.

Its potent fragrance draws parallels to the enticing scent of a spicy fruit cake.

FRUIT CAKE variety can be sold only for the countries with THC legal limitations <1%.



TOP QUALITY
Excellent natural conditions, modern in-door technologies, solid plant genetics and
in-depth experience of our team and partners allow us to grow plants of the highest
possible standards, which is confirmed by Global G.A.P. certificate.

ORGANIC
All components that we use on each production stage are 100% organic and
certified in EU. Our products are tested for microbes, pesticides and heavy metals.

ECO FRIENDLY
We respect nature and aim to make our production 100% sustainable.

INNOVATION
We constantly search for innovations in hemp industry and implement best practices
in our production and management processes to improve product quality and
increase sustainability.

SOCIABLE
We work for the benefit of society, being reliable partner, responsible company,
caring employer and providing great experience for our customers.

WHO WE ARE
EcoTrio Labs, S.L, based in Spain, is the company specializing in the research and production
of premium cannabis seeds, one of a few producers licensed by the Spanish Government. We
maintain a steadfast commitment to the highest quality standards, aiming ourselves as a premier
European producer of feminized cannabis seeds.

CONTACTS
hello@ecotriolabs.com
www.ecotriolabs.com



STRAIN KOMPOLTI CARAMELO CBD FRUT CAKE CBD

AVAILABILITY in stock April 1,2024 in stock

SACK 3500 grains 1000 grains 5000 grains

PRICE 

1 SACK
0,49 EUR/grain
1715 EUR/sack

1-5 SACKS
0,69 EUR/grain
690 EUR/sack

1 SACK
0,60 EUR/grain
3000 EUR/sack

2-3 SACKS
0,39 EUR/grain
1365 EUR/sack

6-10 SACKS
0,55 EUR/grain
550 EUR/sack

2-3 SACKS
0,50 EUR/grain
2500 EUR/sack

>3 SACKS
contact us

>10 SACKS
contact us

>3 SACKS
contact us

PRICES 2024


